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INTRODUCTION

Just kidding... 

Keep going!
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Hey there! Sina and Azhda here. 

We hope you enjoyed the session! To preserve

those memories, we created this lovely

Newspaper for you. The Newspaper includes

many moments from the session we all shared

together as well as background on how the

Teams were preparing for this wonderful session.

In addition to that, we also included the

information on the activities and events that

happened during Utrecht 2021, such as cooking

activity, Utrecht's Got Talent, and a Yoga class. 

In the end, we added a collection of Media

Projects and a Gallery, so we can reminisce on

the session together! 

INTRODUCTION
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Organising Team
BEFORE THE SESSION

Before the session, Orgasining Team was mainly

preparing for the technical sides of the Digital

Session. To begin with, they have created a

discord server that was used as a main platform

during Utrecht 2021. They also were dealing with

the Delegate and Officials support, primarily

helping all the Teams if anyone had concerns or

needed help. In addition, they have sent out

emails to participants, informing them about the

session and assigning them to committees. 
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In the meantime, Academic Team worked on the

Topic Overviews, which was in turn helpful for the

Delegates when they were doing research based

on their respective topics. After finishing with that

task, they were mainly preparing to meet the

Delegates and were getting educated on how to

approach the participants during Team Building

as well as Committee Work. 

Academic Team
BEFORE THE SESSION
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Jury Team
BEFORE THE SESSION

To ensure they could evaluate the Delegates

fairly, the Jury Team spent a lot of time getting

to know each other and themselves. They

looked into their unique personality types and

recognised their own biases. Furthermore, they

went over the sheets and the criteria together

and discussed methods of how to best take

notes. 
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Media Team
BEFORE THE SESSION

Once the Media Team had come together, they

kicked it off with a  fun introduction game and a

Teambuilding call to get to know each other.

Not long after, the first task followed:

Committee Podcasts! Every member got

together with their respective Chairs and

created lovely and interesting podcasts. 
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BEFORE THE SESSION

One day before the session began, Officials

gathered together in a zoom call and got to

know each other better before the session.

They all introduced  themselves and played

games together. After that, they were put into

breakout rooms to answer some questions

prepared in advance to get to know each other's

opinions. In the meantime, they cooked the

same dish together: Pasta with hummus and

spinach!  

Officials' Night

Creamy Hummus

Pasta with Sun Dried

Tomatoes (Vegan)
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http://festivalfoods.net/cooking/8174/Creamy_Hummus_Pasta_with_Sun_Dried_Tomatoes_(Vegan)
http://festivalfoods.net/cooking/8174/Creamy_Hummus_Pasta_with_Sun_Dried_Tomatoes_(Vegan)


BEFORE THE SESSION

Officials' Night

Officials having fun in breakout rooms

A fun game of Kahoot to determine who knows the most

about the session and its members
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DURING THE SESSION

The session started with the Opening Ceremony

that everyone attended. After that, the

Delegates were split up into their respective

Committees and Teambuilding began. During

Teambuilding, Delegates got to know each

other before the beginning of their work as well

as played various games, which helped them

bond as a Team.  In the evening, all participants

had the opportunity to relax and enjoy a few

rounds of Among Us or codewords.

Friday

Participants during the Opening Ceremony
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DURING THE SESSION

Saturday started with culinary heaven: Everyone

who was awake enough to join in had the

opportunity to learn how to make authentic

French crêpes with Louise. After that,

Committee Work started. The Delegates

worked hard on their Resolutions and prepared

for General Assembly. In the evening, everyone

had a chance to show off their talents in

Utrecht's Got Talent!

Saturday

Making French

crêpes w
ith Louise
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DURING THE SESSION

Sunday

Before getting to the main part of the day,

everyone had the chance to clear their mind

with a Yoga session. After that, General

Assembly started! The six Committees

defended their Resolutions and discussed the

topics in six active and interesting debates. The

session ended with the Closing Ceremony.
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AFTER THE SESSION

Media Projects 
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https://www.eyp.nl/utrecht2021/
https://www.eyp.nl/utrecht2021/
https://www.eyp.nl/utrecht2021/
https://www.eyp.nl/utrecht2021/
https://www.eyp.nl/utrecht2021/
https://soundcloud.com/anniina-wilkman/sets/podcast
https://youtu.be/iwI3Iy5-1cU
https://sites.google.com/view/newspaper-gallery/startseite


CONCLUSION
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Thank you so much for checking out this project.  

We hope that you enjoyed it as much as we did!

As we mentioned previosly, the Newspaper

contains the main information about Utrecht

2021 and the events that were held during the

session. Most of those events and moments

were also put together in Media Team Projects,

which means that you will also be able to find

information there, so please make sure to check

those out as well!  

We hope that, even though the session is over,

all of us will come back and reread this

newspaper in the future, feeling nostalgic and

happy.

Thank you very much, and we will see you

somewhere in Europe!

Sina and Azhda 




